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Executive Summary
The Salesforce economy has a significant impact in the UK and Ireland. It will create 81,500
additional job opportunities in 2021–2025 as digital transformation (DX) in the UKI economies
remains strong, despite the impact of the pandemic.
Digital technology has become an integral part of business. Products and services have a
growing element that is purely digital, customer experience is increasingly a mix of physical and
digital experiences, and business processes are increasingly becoming purely digital as they
move away from rule-based manually or digitally supported into more flexible, continuous
learning support systems.
The impact of Salesforce on the UK and Irish economies and job markets is a result of a rippleeffect. The digital economy is an ecosystem of mutually dependent providers and partners. An
investment in a product or service has an impact on the entire ecosystem, and the gains in direct
and indirect jobs can be measured across the UK and Irish economies.
However, this significant impact on future jobs comes with prerequisites and assumptions. As
digital transformation progresses, most job roles will undergo significant changes. IDC expects
that 9 out of 10 current job roles will have changed or disappeared by 2030. The digital skills of IT
and business professionals need to be constantly updated to take full advantage of new
technologies. Currently, digital transformation projects are, on average, delayed by 8.1 months
due to a lack of skilled IT and business professionals. Moreover, digital transformation depends
on digitally capable citizens to consume products and services, and the future citizen will be
dependent on having digital skills. Currently in the UK and Ireland, the gap between citizens with
high digital skills and those with low or no digital skills is widening.
Achieving the potential benefits of digital transformation and a digital society depends on
collaboration between enterprises, technology providers, society, and individuals. The
opportunity for the UK and Irish economies is significant, but it is dependent on the development
of digital skills across all groups of society.

The Technology Ecosystem
A product sold is typically accompanied by other products and services, and over time, successful
products build a network of supporting products, services, maintenance, and upgrades. As a
result, an ecosystem of interdependent and mutually benefitting products, services, and
providers emerges. The ratio between the amount spent on the original product and the full
amount spent in the entire ecosystem is what IDC calls the "ecosystem ratio": for every pound or
euro spent on a product, it measures how many pounds or euros the entire ecosystem
generates.
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The ecosystem ratio of a Salesforce product is high at 5.5 times the original amount spent on the
product, and the ratio is forecast to grow to 7.5 in the next four years.
TABLE 1
Salesforce’s Ecosystem Ratio in the UK and Ireland

Source: IDC, 2021

The Opportunity for Growth
Digital transformation is a huge opportunity for the UK and Irish economies, and financial assets,
organisational structures, and skills development are generally in place to be able to take
advantage of it. As digital technology moves from being a mere business support mechanism to
becoming an integral part of business models, revenue models, security, integrity, customer
experience, and employee experience, the impact of technology on workforce and skills
development increases.
IDC has measured the direct impact of Salesforce technology on employment and job creation in
the ecosystem. By 2025, 74,200 additional direct jobs will be created in the UK, and 7,300 in
Ireland, throughout the Salesforce ecosystem. Figure 1 shows the year-on-year growth for the UK
and Ireland.
FIGURE 1
Direct Additional Jobs Emerging from Salesforce Technology (2020=Base Year)

Source: IDC, 2021
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As outlined in Figure 2, the impact is largest for production and transportation, office work, and
healthcare.
FIGURE 2
Additional Direct Jobs for the UK and Ireland – Top 5 Occupations

Source: IDC, 2021

The general trades, production, and transportation
occupations stand to gain the largest increase in direct
Salesforce jobs over the next five years. The industries in which
we find these occupations (manufacturing, distribution, and
consumer and personal services) have generally lagged in
digital transformation, but they are now — accelerated by the
pandemic — on the journey. This is reflected in the additional
jobs that will be created between 2020 and 2025.
Office and administrative support occupations also stand to
gain many additional Salesforce jobs over the period. Again,
the pandemic has forced many organizations to re-evaluate
their business processes and begin to transform these from
traditional and manual to digital so that they can be performed
in remote and hybrid working arrangements. This
transformation is part of what IDC terms digital resilience.
While the pandemic obviously had an overwhelming effect in
the front-end delivery of healthcare, it has also forced many of
the back-office processes to be re-evaluated in healthcare, and
led to a transformation of the office and administrative
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One example of these new jobs
is Tim Roberts, who had a
humble start in production
operations at Convatec, a BristolMyers Squibb subsidiary, and
who is now working as a primary
driver of digitalisation of the
company.
Clinical trial services for new
vaccines and treatments are the
fastest growing segment at
Convatec, and are heavily
dependent on data analysis and
digital support to sustain growth.
Tim Roberts represents a
journey on which digital
transformation, business
understanding, and the
development of digital skills go
hand in hand and become a
primary driver for business
growth.
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support as mentioned above. It has also, however, accelerated the digital transformation of
activities for healthcare practitioners, which for many have previously been piecemeal and
heavily paper based.
Although intuitively it could be assumed that additional Salesforce-related jobs would be mostly
found among sales and related occupations, these have been adopting digital processes for sales
and sales support activities for several years.

Three Aspects of Digital Transformation Skills are Required
As technology and business becomes integrated, digital transformation depends not only on IT
professionals, but even more so on digital proficiency in the business itself. Ensuring that the
workforce stays relevant and equipped with right skills in the right technologies will become a
matter of business survival, not only for IT, but also for the business.
By 2030, nine out of ten job roles will have changed significantly, requiring a substantial
acquisition of new — typically digital — skills to perform the job. Large industries, such as
automotive, are undergoing significant shifts in their business models and the technology
underpinning these.
Volkswagen and Scania are examples of companies that have been very outspoken on how the
majority of the workforce needs to shift from mechanical engineering to software engineering in
just a few years, but it is also happening in other industries outside automotive, such as retail
and banking. These industries are facing a competence shift of massive proportions, which can
be dealt with either by simultaneous hiring and downsizing or the reskilling and enabling of large
portions of the workforce.
Two main job categories involved in digital transformation are:

The IT Professional
UK and Ireland have a significant portion of workforce aiming for retirement in the next four
years. The recruitment of eligible graduates from UK & Irish universities will not fill the demand
created by retirement and the expected growth in workforce requirements. IDC estimates that
demand will exceed supply by 160,000 by 2025, a gap that has to be filled with international
recruitment and the reskilling of external and internal recruits from other job roles. IT
professionals need continuous skills development, and organisations need new strategies to
manage the recruitment and reskilling of other professions in the IT community.

The Digitally Proficient Business Professionals
Demand for digital proficiency will increase in the UK and Ireland. Currently, the level of
proficiency in digital tools in sales, marketing, and customer service in the UK and Ireland is 23%.
Current demand, measured by the job postings, is 42%. Already there is a gap, and this gap is
expected to increase. Business professionals in sales, marketing, CS, accounting, HR, and
product/service development need to increase their ability to use and judge technology
efficiency and usability. The digital transformation will require an even higher level of digital
proficiency.
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“There is an increasing gap between the digitally able and the digitally impaired; or put
another way, between citizens included in the digital society and those excluded by it”
In addition, digital transformation depends on the digital ability of society at large. The digital
citizen (i.e., a citizen that is able to consume digital products and services) is a key ingredient of
digital transformation, and will become a responsibility for government, enterprises, and
individuals. Across Europe, the level of above average digital skills is rising. In the UK it rose from
42% to 50% of the population, and in Ireland from 25% to 35% between 2015 and 2019. Still, 21%
of UK citizens and 38% of Irish citizens remain at low or no digital skills levels. As a result, there is
an increasing gap between the digitally able and the digitally impaired; or put another way,
between citizens included in the digital society and those excluded by it.

The Role of the Technology Providers
The role of the technology provider has traditionally been just that, to provide technology. With
the growing impact of technology on business and on society, however, technology providers
face a growing significance, but also a growing responsibility and opportunity to contribute to the
skills development of society.
The shortage of specialist skills risks becoming the main bottleneck for successful technology
implementation, and for the advantages that technology can bring to enterprises and society.
The ecosystem of interdependent suppliers depends on skills development, and most
technology providers are playing an active role in promoting that development. The ecosystem
ratio presented in Table 1 shows that the dependency on the ecosystem increases over time, and
that leverage (and thereby dependency) on efficient partners in the ecosystem increases for the
provider.
For example, Donna Sprint at CitySprint, a nationwide courier network, started in customer service, but
through training and skills development moved into product management, data science and data
analysis to manage CitySprint's customer experience journey.
The technology shift enabled her career shift, and the skills development that was a necessary
ingredient was provided by the technology provider. Salesforce, as the main technology provider in the
transformation from customer service to customer experience, provided not just the technology but
also the training and additional insights throughout the process.
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The Responsibilities of Government and Education, Enterprises and
Individuals
To meet the growth predicted here, the collaboration between the stakeholders — the education
system, government, enterprises, technology providers, and individuals — needs to work. The
challenges lie in both the collaboration and in the development of skills for the three categories:
IT professional, business professional, and citizen. All the stakeholders have different roles they
can play to support the full positive economic impact of a digital society and digital
transformation.

The Actions that Enterprises can Take:






In the short term
o Leverage remote working. Closing the skills gap in the UK and Ireland requires an
ability to utilize the workforce available on a country level. Security, processes, and
workplace need to be able to support a hybrid workforce.
o Assess availability. The availability of IT professionals and digitally proficient
business professionals needs to be assessed, both internally and, for recruitment
purposes, across the region.
In the medium term
o Build a workplace as "hybrid by design". During the pandemic, organisations
have had a remote workforce "by default". The future workplace will require
technology, culture, and leadership to enable a hybrid workforce "by design".
o Optimize skills development investment. Build the business case for balancing
future demand with regional supply and for the corresponding skills development.
Take advantage of any skill clusters that may exist and upskill and reskill where
required.
o Build trust. Employers have an opportunity to build trust into their workforce
relationships. By providing programs of collaboration, reskilling, and "outskilling",
trust is also built around the enterprise brand in the local environment, region, and
on a country level.
In the long term
o Align business strategy with your learning strategy. To alleviate current and
future skills gaps, the most successful organisations will integrate their learning
strategy with the business strategy. Establishing a continuous learning culture will
ensure that the capabilities that the business demands are met with adequate
skills.
o Promote collaboration forums. The realisation of the economic opportunity that
digital can bring depends on adequate development of skills in the enterprise,
adequate education in universities and other parts of the education system, and
adequate support from governments in building curriculums and support for
individuals in the career changes that will become necessary. Enterprises play an
important role in identifying "what skills next" in this collaboration.
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The Actions that Governments and the Education Sector Must Consider:






In the short term
o Assess the regional infrastructure. Remote working will remain, and workforce
mobility will rely on infrastructure. Infrastructure, in the form of secure bandwidth
and connectivity, will be essential to support the growth. Infrastructure issues have
been a significant issue in the UK and Ireland during the pandemic, and the ability
to recruit and retain staff will depend on reliable and fast connectivity. A skills
supply in which entire country could be considered alleviates many of the
shortcomings of the re-pandemic sourcing model, when a worker needed to live
within commuting distance of an office.
o Assess availability. Digital skills are unevenly distributed in the UK and Ireland.
Governments need to be able to understand where clusters have appeared and be
able to continuously support further skills development in these regions.
o Assess reskilling capabilities. Governments need to assess what resources are
available to the individual/enterprises in terms of reskilling in the education
system, and what adjacent roles can be relevant for reskilling.
In the medium term
o Initiate collaboration. Collaboration between enterprises, government, and tech
vendors (local and regional) was already underway and was accelerated during the
pandemic. Specific skill areas that are in short supply and where there is limited or
insufficient collaboration need to be addressed, for instance by establishing
specific learning paths at universities. For individuals facing unemployment,
collaboration — and funding — is required to provide reskilling to adjacent job
roles in short supply (outskilling).
In the long term
o Prepare for a hybrid workforce. Different enterprises will have a different mix of
office work and work from home. Even within an enterprise there will be
differences between departments, job roles, and life situation. There will be a
hybrid continuum of different combinations of where work is carried out.
Government, regional bodies, and municipalities need to identify their respective
roles as facilitators of collaboration, as infrastructure providers, and as facilitators
of skills clustering.

Actions that the Individual Must Consider:




Engage in continuous learning. As mentioned, IDC expects that nine out of ten job roles
will have changed significantly by 2030. We are facing a challenge for the individual that a
certain amount of the working week will have to be dedicated to learning and that a
person graduating in 2021 is likely to have at least two major career changes (with the
reskilling effort that comes with these changes) before retirement. This represents a
major effort on the part of the individual and will require focus throughout.
Continuously assess what's next. Individuals' skill sets will be assessed only partly by
enterprises and society. Investment in skills assessment and development will always be
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partly the responsibility of the individual, and the assessment of current and future
required skills should be an integral part of everyday business life.

In Conclusion
As the UK and Ireland move rapidly through a process of digital transformation in all aspects of
business and life, the need for the skills to support this have never more critical. Salesforce will
therefore play a key role in this wider transformation.
The significance of technology providers is growing, but so are their responsibilities and
opportunities to contribute to the skills development of society in general. As outlined above,
Salesforce's role in delivering jobs impact is not only in IT and IT-related roles, but across a wider
spectrum of professionals in its extended ecosystem.

Appendix: Methodology
Since 2002, IDC has maintained an internal tool called the IDC Economic Impact Model, which
takes input from IDC's market research on IT spending, exchange rates, and vendor market
share, along with public inputs such as GDP, tax rates, and overall labor force from other
sources. The output of the EIM is IT company and employee counts by geographic region.
In 2009, IDC added inputs for spending on cloud computing, percentage of IT resources available
for innovation (the rest used on legacy system support and upgrades), and business revenue as a
multiple of GDP per country.
Using research-driven algorithms that compare total IT spending with spending on cloud
computing and IT budgets with business revenue; the degree to which IT innovation drives
business innovation; and estimates of business benefits from accelerated development
schedules, faster project completion, and shorter time to market for new products, the model
generates job headcounts and business revenue in the general economy because of the use of
cloud computing to free up IT resources.
In short, increased IT innovation leads to increased business innovation, which leads to increased
revenue, which creates new jobs. Outputs from the cloud-infused EIM have been published in
various IDC research projects and are a critical input to the European Union's Digital Agenda for
Europe.

The Salesforce Economy
As a major vendor of cloud services, Salesforce accounts for a significant share of the benefits to
the general economy from cloud computing. That share is enhanced by other contributions from
the ecosystem described in this White Paper.
The Salesforce Economic Impact Model is an extension to IDC's IT Economic Impact Model. It
estimates Salesforce's current and future share of the benefits to the general economy
generated by cloud computing, and it also estimates the size of the ecosystem supporting
Salesforce using IDC's market research on the ratio of spending on professional services to cloud
subscriptions; the ratio of sales of hardware, software, and networking to spending on public
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and private cloud computing; and the ratio of spending on application development tools to
applications developed.
Note that the ecosystem may include companies that are not formal business partners of
Salesforce but that nevertheless sell products or services associated with the Salesforce
implementations.

Jobs by Occupation
To allocate the jobs created by the use of Salesforce cloud computing, IDC started with the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics National Employment Matrix, which sizes the U.S. workforce by 800
discreet occupations and forecasts each category out to 2026. See
https://www.bls.gov/emp/tables/occupational-projections-and-characteristics.htm.
Using IDC research and past iterations of this model, IDC then assigned each occupation a
percentage that worked at companies with computers (quite high in the U.S.), and then, using
IDC forecasts of the penetration of cloud computing in the software market over time, assigned a
percentage of each occupation that would be working at companies using cloud computing. The
occupational share of the workforce working at companies using cloud computing was then
applied to the total number of jobs forecast to be created by the use of Salesforce cloud services.
Extending the U.S. calculation to a regional view was an exercise in adjusting (1) the workforce by
occupation, (2) the percentage of enterprises with computers, and (3) the percentage of
computerized enterprises using cloud computing. The extension was compared to local UK and
Ireland government statistics for workforce size and make-up by occupation. Although different
terms and groupings were used, a mapping of like-to-like occupations was congruent.
Once the occupational share of the workforce was established, it was applied to the
country/regional total of jobs created by the use of Salesforce cloud services.
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